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Abstract Urban surface temperature is hazardously higher than surrounding regions
(so-called urban heat island effect UHI). Accurately simulating urbanization-induced
temperature hazard is critical for realistically representing urban regions in the land surface-atmosphere climate system. However, inclusion of urban landscapes in regional or
global climate models has been overlooked due to the coarse spatial resolution of these
models as well as the lack of observations for urban physical properties. Recently, National
Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Earth Observing System (EOS) Moderate
Resolution Imaging Spectroradiometer (MODIS) observations illustrate important urban
physical properties, including skin temperature, surface albedo, surface emissivity, and leaf
area index, It is possible to identify the unique urban features globally and thus simulate
global urban processes. An urban scheme is designed to represent the urban-modified
physical parameters (albedo, emissivity, land cover, roughness length, thermal and
hydraulic properties) and to include new, unique physical processes that exist in urban
regions. The urban scheme is coupled with National Center for Atmospheric Research
(NCAR) Community Land Model Version 2 (CLM2) and single column coupled NCAR
Community Atmosphere Model CAM2/CLM2 to assess the mechanisms responsible for
UHI. There are two-steps in our model development. First, satellite observations of albedo,
emissivity, LAI, and in situ observed thermal properties are updated in CLM2 to represent
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the first-order urban effects. Second, new terms representing the urban anthropogenic heat
flux, storage heat flux, and roughness length are calculated in the model. Model simulations
suggest that human activity-induced surface temperature hazard results in overlying
atmosphere instability and convective rainfall, which may enhance the possibility of urban
flood hazard.
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1 Introduction
The modern urbanization effect requests special attention since its rapid growth induces the
changes in climate and weather conditions (Oke 1982; Karl et al. 1988; Hansen et al. 2001;
Jin et al. 2005a, Jin and Dickinson 2000). Urban surface temperature is generally higher
than that of the surrounding regions due to surface albedo decreases, surface vegetation
reduction, and less soil moisture content over sealed concrete surfaces. By changing surface convection and local/regional atmospheric circulation, urban-related thermodynamic
and dynamic forcing may be responsible, at least partly, for lightning hazards (Orville et al.
2001), flood hazards (Burian and Shepherd 2005; Burian et al. 2004; Bornstein and Lin
2000); pollution (Jauregui 1997; Rosenfeld 2000; Jin et al. 2005b) and thus affects human
health (Kunkel et al. 1996). The United States Climate Change Science Program explicitly
highlights the need for research on climatic effects of temperature on air quality,
particularly in urban heat islands and other regional settings, and the potential health
consequences (Shepherd 2005).
Global climate models (GCM), which include an atmospheric model coupled with land
surface models, are useful tools to examine climate changes (IPCC 2001). The land surface
model in a GCM simulates terrestrial water, energy and biogeochemical processes as well
as the transfers of heat, mass and momentum between the land surface and the overlying
atmosphere of the model. Unfortunately, simulating urban effects is one of the weakest
aspects of current land surface models, because most were developed for coarse-resolution
(e.g., about 100 km resolution) global models within which urban processes and impacts
were once thought to be unimportant. Further, understanding of urban properties and
physical processes is still incomplete (Jin and Shepherd 2005).
Our paper introduces an urban scheme to enhance currently existing land surface
models for better simulating the urban temperature hazard and to examine its impact on
energy and water balances. The strength of the scheme is its combining recently available
Earth Observing System (EOS) satellite observations with existing land surface models to
include urban landscape in the model (King et al. 2003). We hope to shed light on three
key questions:
(1)
(2)
(3)

What are the physical mechanisms responsible for the urban temperature hazard (e.g.
urban heat island effect)?
What is the relative importance of the mechanisms?
What are the impacts of the urban temperature hazard on the local water cycle?

Emphasizing the urban temperature hazard, we simulate land surface energy budgets and
purposely ignore other processes including momentum changes over urban buildings. A
detailed model for simulating urban momentum exchange is given by Otte et al. (2004). In
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addition, we also neglect urban atmospheric aerosol and cloud anomalies, in particular,
diurnal, weekly, seasonal variations and their impact on surface insolation and cloud
formation processes (Jin et al. 2005b; Mölders and Olson 2004). This is justified partly
because our model is a land surface scheme and modeling aerosol-cloud-land surface
interaction is not our scope. Nevertheless, these factors do not affect the conclusions of this
study.
The urban temperature hazard is determined by the land surface energy budget, which is
the basis of all modern land surface models:
ð1  aÞS # + LW # - eT4skin - SH - LE - G = 0,

ð1Þ

where SH is sensible heat flux, LE is latent heat flux, G is the ground heat flux. These three
processes compete for surface net radiation, which is the downward minus upward
shortwave and longwave radiation (the first 4 terms in Eq. (1)). In Eq. 1, is surface albedo,
and S is downward solar radiation, therefore, (1  a) S; is reflected solar radiation. LW; is
downward longwave radiation from the surface. Emissivity (e) and surface skin temperature (Tskin) determine the upward longwave radiation, or surface emission, following the
Stefan–Boltzmann Law. It is evident that urban modifications on a and e play important
roles in surface temperature changes since the net radiative energy are changed in land
surface system (Jin et al. 2005a). In addition, the heights of buildings make the surface
‘‘roughness length’’ increase and thus SH and LE are affected by enhanced surface turbulence. Furthermore, urban paved roads and concrete surfaces are impervious and
therefore paved surfaces lead to high Bowen ratios.
In addition to Eq. 1, which is valid for natural landscape, urban landscapes need two
new terms in the surface energy budget: (1) anthropogenic heat flux attributed to fuel
combustion, air conditioning, and other human activities (Grimmond and Oke 1999); and
(2) storage heat flux due to heat emitted from vertical surfaces such as building walls (Oke
1982). Our scheme emphasis on including urban system in Eq (1) via modified physical
parameters and new subroutine representing the new physical processes unique on urban
system.
The following section introduces the data and model that we will use in this work.
Section 3 discusses how the urban scheme we developed. Section 4 gives model results and
sensitivity studies, and final discussion and error analysis are provided in Sect. 5.

2 Data and models
2.1 Satellite observations
MODerate resolution Spectroradiometer (MODIS) land surface skin temperature products
together with corresponding surface albedo, emissivity, land cover, vegetation properties
(leaf area index (LAI)), clouds, and aerosol optical depths are examined over global urban
areas to quantify the impact of human-induced disturbances on the climate system (Jin
et al. 2005a, b). This paper describes how to simulate the urban temperature effect and
associated hazards.
MODIS is an advanced instrument launched in May 2000 via the US National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA) Earth Observing System (EOS) Terra platform.
This instrument simultaneously measures atmosphere, ocean, and land surface through 36
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spectral bands at 1030 LT (Terra) and 2230 LT for a given pixel. The observations used in
this study (albedo, LAI, emissivity) are 1 km resolution at nadir and are scaled up to 5 km
by MODIS teams, which is the best available observation. Derived from surface emission,
skin temperature1 indicates surface radiative properties and is an integrated variable related
to the surface energy and water budget (Wan and Doizer 1996; Jin et al. 1997; Jin and
Dickinson 1999; 2000, Jin 2004). In this work, only clear-day skin temperatures are
sampled for analysis. In addition, surface emissivity is converted from MODIS spectral
emissivity measurements using the MODTRAN-based spectral-to-broadband equation (Jin
and Liang 2006).
The MODIS land cover product, with a 5-km resolution, is used to divide the land
surface according to the International Geosphere-Biosphere Project (IGBP) 17-class land
cover types (Friedl et al. 2002). The representation of urban landscapes is improved
significantly with MODIS observations (Schneider et al. 2002). The MODIS BRDF/Albedo algorithm uses a three-parameter semi-empirical RossThickLiSparse-Reciprocal
BRDF model to characterize the anisotropic property of land surface reflectance (Schaaf
et al. 2002).

2.2 NCAR CAM2/CLM2
The urban scheme developed in this work was coupled into the existing NCAR Community
Land Model Version 2 (CLM2, Dai et al. 2003; Oleson et al. 2004) and the Community
Atmosphere Model Version 2 (CAM2). CLM2 is a community-developed land surface
model. The detailed physical parameterization and numerical implementation is given in
Oleson et al. (2004). CLM2 is designed to couple with the CAM2 atmospheric numerical
model. It simulates surface albedo (direct and diffusive for visible and near-infrared
spectrum), upward longwave radiation, sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, ground heat flux,
water vapor flux, zonal and longitudinal stress in order to provide interactive flux boundary
conditions for the overlying atmosphere model. ‘‘The model accounts for ecological differences among vegetation types, hydrological and thermal differences among soil types,
and allows for multiple land cover types within one grid cell ...’’ (Oleson et. al. 2004).
It is a well accepted approach in land surface modeling development that first
examining and validating one set of parameterization in the off-line model, and then testing
the parameterization in atmosphere-land surface coupled model. In this paper, first we run
off-line CAM2 to examine the urban parameterization.
We then run single column model of CAM2/CLM2 (SCAM2/CLM2), partly because
that single column model is computational economic than the full 3-D model; and partly
because that it is relatively easier to interpret the changes in terms of parameterization
processes in single column model than in a full model. The initial conditions and boundary
conditions used to run SCAM2/CLM2 were derived from NCEP reanalysis, and were
provided by NCAR developer in the SCAM2/CLM2 package.

1

Previously, urban effects have been primarily indicated by urban-to-rural surface air temperature differences, namely the Urban Heat Island (UHI) effect (Oke 1976; Landsberg 1975). In this paper, satellite
land surface skin temperature is examined. Skin temperature, retrieved from upward longwave radiation, is
closely related to the surface radiative properties and is more suitable than the conventional surface air
temperature in studies of climate change (Jin et al. 1997; Jin and Dickinson 1999, 2000, 2002), since the
latter has shortcomings such as irregular spatial coverage, site changes, and coarse resolutions (Karl et al.
1988).
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3 Urban scheme
3.1 Physical parameter modifications
The first step in our development of the urban scheme is to use satellite or in situ
observations to identify the surface physical parameters which have been modified by
urbanization. In particular, these parameters include: surface albedo, surface emissivity, leaf
area index, heat capacity, thermal conductivity, and hydraulic conductivity. For example,
globally averaged MODIS-measured broadband albedo product show that urban albedo
differs from other surfaces, with a peak value of 0.30 over 0.9–0.12 mm, while albedos for
evergreen broadleaf forests and cropland are higher and needleleaf forest albedos are lower.
Earlier study suggests that realistic albedo data is needed to properly represent the surface
energy budgets when the land surface is urban because urban albedo is changed by 4–10%
due to the change of surface vegetation cover, paved road, and cavity effect induced by
dense building regions (Jin et al. 2005a). The most unique fact in cities is that in some wellwatered sub-urban regions the surface albedo may decrease while in other sub-regions like
high way, the surface albedo may increase. Similarly, emissivity in general decreases from
that of cropland by 2–5% (not shown, see Jin et. al. 2005a; Jin and Liang 2006).
As an example of MODIS-derived land cover properties and their ability to represent
urban areas, Fig. 1 illustrates the MODIS-derived land cover for East Asia, including the
large urban area surrounding Beijing, China. In order to better identify regions with
significant UHI effects, daytime and nighttime surface skin temperature for Beijing and the
surrounding non-urban regions are shown in Fig. 2. Evidently, UHI is observed for both
July and January at daytime and at night, with a higher magnitude up-to 128C in July
daytime and 1–28C in January night.
3.2 Urban physical process representation
Two key processes that result in strong additional terms in the energy budget Eq. 1 must be
represented in an urban scheme. These are the anthropogenic heat flux and the storage heat
flux.

Fig. 1 Land cover observed from MODIS for East Asia. The red color represent urban. (This figure is
provided by Michael D. King of NASA)
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Fig. 2 (a) Urban skin temperature for Beijing region for July 2001, daytime. (b) Urban heat island effect for
Beijing January 2001, nighttime. Beijing centers at (39.5N, 116E). (see Jin et al. 2005 for the definition of
urban index)

3.2.1 Anthropogenic heat flux (Qf)
As discussed by Voogt and Grimmond (2000), Qf exhibits both seasonal and diurnal
variations, and may be estimated from the following equations:
Qf (hour) ¼ Qf0 f1  0.6*cos(p*(hour  3)/12)g ;

ð2Þ

where, Qf0 = 62.5 W/m2 in January and Qf0 = 37.5 W/m2 in July. ‘‘hour’’ is the hourly time
of interest. In fact, Qf0 is the function of human population density in the city as well as the
style of human transport. Therefore, Qf0 varies with city, with range between 37.5 and
62.5 W/m2.
3.2.2 Storage heat flux (Qs)
The storage heat flux is represented here following Arnfield (1982) and Grimmond and
Oke (1999), as:
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Qs = S(ai Q* + bi Qs + ci )Ai ;

ð3Þ

where ai, bi, and ci are empirical coefficients corresponding to surface type. Ai is the
surface area for each urban land surface type, which can be obtained from MODIS land
cover data (Schneider et al. 2002); Q* is the net radiation; and Qs is the absorbed
surface solar radiation. Details of selection ai, bi, ci can be found in Grimmond and
Oke (1999).

3.3 Urban roughness length parameterization
Rough urban surfaces have significant impacts on the scale and intensity of turbulence, and
the closely related aerodynamic conductance for momentum. A parameterization that uses
height and areal fraction (f) to calculate roughness length has been adopted from Raupach
(1992). The frontal index is defined by mean height Zh (Raupach 1992):
f = Ly Zh (Dx Dy )

ð4Þ

where Dx, Dy, are the characteristic length scales of buildings as shown in Fig. 3. Following the approach provided by Macdonald et al. (1998), and Eq. 4 above, we may
estimate the ratio of the roughness length Zo to the average building height Zh as:
Z0 /Zh ¼

n
 
0:5
(1  Zd /Zh )exp  0.5Cd /k2  (1  Zd /Zh )szlig;*f
;

ð5Þ

where Zd is the zero-plane displacement height, Cd is a drag coefficient, k is the von
Karman’s constant, and ß is a correction factor for the drag coefficient. Macdonald et al.
(1998) showed that for staggered arrays of cubes a, ß can be estimated as a = 4.43 and
ß = 1.0.

Fig. 3 Definitions of building
length used in Eq. 4
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4 Results
Figure 4 shows the concept of coupling the urban scheme in a GCM. The urban scheme is
relatively independent and therefore can be easily coupled in any existing land surface
model. In a GCM/Land surface model framework, the atmosphere model (in our case,
CAM2) calculates atmosphere forcing that are needed by a land surface model (e.g.,
CLM2): surface air temperature, solar radiation, downward longwave radiation, wind,
relative humidity, and precipitation. Once the land surface is called for specific gridpoint,
the model needs to examine whether this gridpoint is urban or includes a fraction of urban
land. If so, the newly-developed urban scheme will be called to calculate the urban surface;
if not, the regular land surface model will be called. The land surface model/urban scheme
then calculates sensible heat flux, latent heat flux, upward long wave radiation, and
reflected solar radiation and sends the information back to the atmosphere model.

4.1 Offline CLM-urban scheme results
Our urban scheme is first incorporated in the offline CLM2. In this case, the atmosphere
forcing is from NCAR/NCEP reanalysis provided by the standard NCAR CLM2 offline
package. To avoid spin-up issues, we chose the NCAR recommended restart file for initial
and boundary conditions. MODIS monthly mean albedo, emissivity, and LAI data are used
in the model.
The urban scheme described above was implemented first offline with CLM2 for
Houston, TX, and here we present the results for a ‘‘typical’’ day in September 2001.
Figure 5 shows that the diurnal variation of ground temperature (TG) differs in the control
run (without urban scheme) and in the urban run, with the maximum around 38C in
15:00 LT, and the minimum around 18C in middle morning (10:00 LT) and early night
(20:00 LT). The urban scheme-simulated TG is always larger than the control case, proving
that urban physical processes result in a net effect of improving surface ground temperature, namely the so-called UHI. In addition, both runs give reasonable diurnal cycles of
TG, suggesting the reliability of CLM2 and CLM2-urban model. Note the original diurnal
Fig. 4 The data flow of urban
scheme coupled with CAM2/
CLM2. See text for details
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Fig. 5 (a) Diurnal cycle of
surface air temperature
simulations from offline CLM2urban model. ‘‘Case 1’’ is the run
with urban scheme, and ‘‘control
run’’ is the CLM2 without urban
scheme. (b) is the differences
between case 1 and control runs.
The day is one random day in
September

range for TG of Houston in September is about 58C (Fig. 5a), and thus an increase of 38C
due to UHI is a strong change.
Figure 6 shows the differences between the control run and urban-case run for 2-m
surface air temperature (Tair). The urban-induced change occurs at night, about 0.68C at
most. This may suggest one important feature of the UHI, namely, that the urban effect on
ground temperature (TG, Fig. 5) is different from the effect on Tair. For Tair, the urban
Fig. 6 The differences of surface
air temperature simulations from
offlineCLM2-urban model.
‘‘Case 1’’ is the run with urban
scheme, and ‘‘control run’’ is the
CLM2 without urban scheme
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effect is larger during nighttime than at daytime, while TG is changed by urbanization
mostly at daytime. This is consistent with previously well-known UHI results: Previously,
based on the WMO observed Tair data, the UHI was found most pronounced at night, and
thus UHI was considered a ‘‘nocturnal phenomena’’ (Oke 1982). The difference between
TG and Tair may be caused by the physical and geometric differences of ground and 2-m air
layer: During the daytime of September, the ground is heated by absorbing surface insolation. The warmed surface then transports energy in sensible heat and radiative heat back
to overlying air and thus heats the air there. At night, however, the stable boundary layer
maintains a warmed air layer and thus the UHI effect is evident.
Figure 7 shows the corresponding sensible heat flux (SH). Urban effect on SH is higher
during the day than that during the night, peaking around 15:00 LT and minimizing at late
night or early morning (5:00 LT). Urbanization always increases SH because the urban
human-induced surfaces (building walls, paved roads, roofs) are water-permeable, therefore less moisture available from surface. Consequently, more partitioning of absorbed
solar radiation goes to SH instead of latent heat flux (LH). During a normal day of
September, the highest SH is 60 Wm2––which is about a 25% increase due to urbanization. Similarly, urbanization effects on absorbed surface solar radiation are about
8 Wm2 around 15:00 LT (not shown). During this day of September, the absorbed solar
radiation is from up to 250 Wm2.
The upward longwave radiation (FIRA) increases due to the urbanization-induced
surface temperature increase, from 0–5 Wm2 (Fig. 8), with the maximum occurring at

Fig. 7 Same as Fig. 5, except for
sensible heat flux
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Fig. 8 Same as Fig. 7, except for
upward longwave radiation,
FIRA

15:00 LT and late to early morning. By contrast, the ground heat flux has two low values
(Fig. 9): One is during the daytime afternoon, where SH is very important. The urbanization decreases ground heat flux. Another minimum time is at the late evening (24:00 LT),
about 10 Wm2.
Anthropogenic heat flux (Qf in Eq. 2) is 42 W/m2 on daily average with peak up to
46 W/m2. By comparison, the daily heat storage flux (Qs in Eq. 3) is about 20 W/m2, with
much clearer diurnal cycle corresponding to solar radiation. The details of the coefficients
in Eq. 3 need to be further examined using field experiments.

4.2 Single-column CAM2/CLM2-urban scheme results
The UHI is a combined effect of land surface and atmosphere interaction. For the second
part of our study, we execute the coupled CLM2-urban model with the CAM2 single
column model, to simulate the clouds, precipitation, and surface heat fluxes over Houston
for January for further examination of how urban surfaces and the atmosphere interact.
Figure 10 shows one day when convective clouds and convective rainfall are present.
Figure 10a shows that during this cloudy day, urban effects on Tskin are not as significant as
clear days: only at night before the rainfall occurs, Tskin is slightly higher than that of nonurban case (i.e., control case). Figure 10b shows the diurnal variation of convective clouds.
Urban surface increases convective clouds and shifts the peak time to a latter time of the
afternoon, from 64% at 10:00 LT (the 30 time steps) to 80% at 12:00–13:30 LT
(40–50 time steps), although at the 14:00 LT the non-urban case had an abrupt increase in
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Fig. 9 Same as Fig. 8, except for
ground heat flux

clouds amount to 100%, but only lasts for a short period of time. Correspondingly, the
convective rainfall amount increased and the peak time of the rainfall also delayed to a
later time of the afternoon (Fig. 10c). The height of the planetary boundary layer (PBL,
Fig. 10d) is increased about 100 m at night, but is the same during the day partly because
both cases are cloudy and thus the heat island effect is not clear during the daytime.
Sensible heat flux (Fig. 10e) is the same for the two cases because the Tskin change is
negligible and under a cloudy day, 2-m surface air temperature is close to surface Tskin,
which is consistent with previous understanding (Jin et. al. 1997, Jin and Dickinson 2000).
By contrast, the latent heat flux (LE, Fig. 10f) shows large differences between the urban
and non-urban cases, which is related to the large differences in convective rainfall. When
more rainfall occurs, the land surface soil moisture or intercepted surface waters are
adequate, and thus a larger part of the absorbed solar radiation is used to evaporate water
than over dry surfaces.

5 Validation
Measuring urban surface heat fluxes is extremely difficult because of the highly heterogeneous urban surface. It is still an unsolved scientific question as to what is the best way
to measure urban surface fluxes which can represent the integrated urban surface. Consequently, no reliable flux measurements are available to be compared with the urban
scheme, which is designed to represent the integrated urban climatology instead of smaller
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Fig. 10 Urban effects simulated from single column model of NCAR CAM2/CLM2 coupled with urban
scheme: (a) Land surface skin temperature, (b) total convective cloud amount; (c) convection precipitation
rate; (d) PBL height; (e) sensible heat flux; (f) latent heat flux

urban sub-types (like roofs, or parking lots). Nevertheless, quantitatively we still can
evaluate the model using satellite-observed skin temperature for UHI. For example, for the
clear day, UHI can be 18C during the January night and 128C during the July daytime
(Fig. 1) (Jin et al. 2005a), the modeled UHI is within this magnitude. In addition, satellite
observations disclose the shift on urban rainfall peaking time (Burian and Shepherd 2005),
which is also captured in the urban scheme (Fig. 10c). Such encouraging agreement
suggests that, for the first order approximation, the urban scheme may adequately represent
the heat and water processes in the urban climate system.
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6 Discussion
The urban temperature hazard is simulated using an offline model with the NCAR CLM2
and coupled with the single column NCAR CAM2/CLM2, respectively, to assess the
mechanisms and effects of the UHI. There are two-steps in our model development. First,
satellite observations of albedo, emissivity, LAI, and in situ observed thermal properties
are incorporated into the current CLM2 to represent the first-order urban effects. Modified
special formulations for anthropogenic heat flux, storage heat flux, and roughness length
for urban areas are included in the model. Our work suggests that human activities
decrease urban surface albedo and emissivity, enhance overlying atmospheric instability
and convective rainfall, and eventually result in urban heat island effect. Among others,
albedo seems to be the most significant factor for UHI.
It has been argued that including urban areas in GCMs is not necessary because city size
by itself is too small for a GCM grid cell. However, our studies (Jin et. al. 2005a) show that
over large, dense urbanization regions, the size of urban regions increases dramatically to be
comparable with global model grid cells. In addition, land surface models are now being
coupled with GCMs as well as regional climate and weather models. For example, CLM2 is
coupled to CAM as well as to regional models such as MM5 and WRF (F. Chen, personal
communication 2004). Therefore the next generation of land models needs to include urban
landscapes. More importantly, although a single urban region may not result in a large
impact on global climate, the collective impact of all urban regions on the global climate
system is as yet unknown and unstudied. Jin et al. (2005a) show that zonal mean UHI has
1–3 degree warming over the Northern Hemisphere latitudes, implying that the collective
UHI may be a significant contributing factor in the overall global warming signal.
The current urban scheme does not include potentially important urban land-atmosphere
feedbacks, in particular, urban aerosols’ impacts on surface insolation and aerosol-cloudrainfall interactions over urban regions. Therefore, the presented urban impacts are limited
to those resulting from changes in the urban surface only. Future model development on
coupled urban land-atmosphere interactions is essential for fully understanding the extent
of urban impacts.
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